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Abstract: The X-ray diffraction study and the NMR study (13C, 31P) of Se=P(CH3)3 oriented by means of liquid crystals are 
reported. Comparison of the phosphorus-selenium bond lengths obtained by the two methods shows that the '7(PSe) spin-spin 
coupling is highly anisotropic (J \\ -Jx = -680 ± 180 Hz). 

The interaction of nuclear spins consists of a direct dipolar 
coupling D and an indirect interaction via the electrons 7. The 
appropriate Hamiltonian for the interaction of nuclei_ A anrJ 
B of angular momentum / A and / B is ^ / A B = IA(£> + J)h- S) 
is a symmetric traceless tensor which cancels out in isotropic 
liquid. In an anisotropic medium, the dipole interaction does 
not average to zero and it can provide information on the mo
lecular geometry. J is a nonsymmetric tensor of which only the 
trace (J = 1AHn 7«a) can be measured in isotropic phase. The 
J tensor has in general nine components; however, the molec
ular symmetry may reduce this number.2 NMR spectra re-
cordedjn liquid crystals can provide information on the values 
of the J tensor components. 

Most of the N M R studies of molecules oriented by means 
of liquid crystals34 have been focused on measurements of 
molecular geometry and of chemical-shift anisotropy.5'6 Fewe£ 
studies have been directed toward the measurement of the J 
tensor anisotropy.7-10 

From a relativistic analogue of Ramsey's theory of nuclear 
spin-spin coupling," it is predicted that the coupling anisot
ropy would increase as one goes lower in the periodic table. In 
the course of our studies on the NMR spectral parameters of 
phosphorus-containing molecules, it was shown that the 
1J(PC)1 2 and 1Z(PP)13 have a negligible anisotropy. However, 
such a conclusion does not seem to be general and a large 
'7(PP) anisotropy was suggested from solid-state study in 
Ag4P2C>6.14 Thus it seemed interesting to examine 1 J spin-spin 
couplings involving phosphorus and nuclei of higher Z 
value. 

We wish to present here evidence for the existence of a large 
anisotropy of the '7(PSe) coupling as obtained from the NMR 
spectral analysis (13C, 31P) of the triply 13C labeled trimeth
ylphosphine selenide. To extract evidence for the existence of 
'7(PSe) anisotropy from an NMR study requires an accurate 
value of the P = S e bond length. Thus, an X-ray diffraction 
study was undertaken on the same molecule and is reported 
here. The present study provides also the opportunity to discuss 
the relative accuracy of the geometrical data obtained from 
N M R liquid crystal study and from X-ray diffraction on the 
same molecule. 

Previous studies have already been published on the N M R 
study of Se=P(CH3)3 oriented in nematic12 or smectic 
phase,'5 but only the geometry (CPC bond angle) without vi
bration corrections and the phosphorus chemical shift an
isotropy were reported. 

Experimental Section 

Trimethylphosphine selenide was obtained by the direct combi
nation of selenium with trimethylphosphine in vacuo.'6 The triply '3C 
labeled molecule was synthesized starting from the labeled trimeth
ylphosphine which was obtained from the Laboratoire des Molecules 
Marquees, C.E.A., Saclay, France. 

A. X-ray Structure. Single crystals of Se=P(CH^h were grown 
by sublimation under vacuum and mounted in a glass capillary under 
nitrogen. From the Weissenberg photographs the space group was 
assumed to be P2\ or P2\jm (0A:0 absent for k odd). The cell di
mensions were refined by a least-squares fitting of the angular position 
of 25 reflections and are reported along with other crystal data in 
Table I. 

The intensity of 1108 independent reflections (2° < d < 30°) were 
collected on a Enraf-Nonius CAD-4 diffractometer equipped with 
a carbon monochromator for the Mo Ka radiation. Three check re
flections (0 6 0; 3 0 5; 0 0 5) were recorded periodically and showed 
no drop-off in intensity during the data collection. The data were 
corrected for Lorentz and polarization factor but not for absorp
tion. 

The structure was solved by the Patterson method and the statistic 
test showed the centrosymmetric space group P2\/m. The Patterson 
function allowed the location of the P, Se, and C atoms. One of the 
carbons lies on the y = 1A mirror plane. The hydrogen atoms were 
localized from a Fourier difference map. Full-matrix least-squares 
refinement17 with anisotropic parameters for all atoms except hy
drogens, which are kept fixed with a B factor equal to 6 A2, on 379 
reflections (F0 > Fmax/10) led to final error indices Rw = | 2Zw(F0 

- Fc)2/Y.wF0
2\ '/2 = 0.057 and R = Z\Po - Fc\/E\Fo\ = 0.048. 

The positional and thermal parameters of the nonhydrogen atoms are 
given in Table II, and those of the hydrogen atoms are in Table III. 

B. NMR Studies. The nematic medium used was Merck "phase V", 
eutectic mixture of azoxy compounds of undisclosed composition. The 
trimethylphosphine was directly added to gray selenium (99.9%, 
Prolabo) by transfer under vacuum in the NMR sample tube in order 
to prevent any loss of labeled compound. After reaction, the liquid 
crystal was added with an approximate proportion of 6% (in weight) 
of solute. The sample was degassed over many freeze-pump-thaw 
cycles and then sealed. 

The spectra were recorded on a Varian XL.100.15 pulsed NMR 
spectrometer, equipped with a 5-mm 31P probe, with external '9F lock. 
The pulse control and Fourier transform unit is an Informatek-Varian 
calculator with 32K memory. The '3C and 31P spectra were recorded 
with broad band proton decoupling. 

IR spectra were recorded on a CsBr IR 5A Beckman spectropho
tometer, in a 0.2-mm liquid cell. Solvents were benzene and acetoni-
trile Uvasol Merck. 

Discussion 

X-ray Molecular Structure. The bond lengths and bond 
angles are presented in Table IV, and a stereoview of the 
molecule is shown in Figure 1. The molecule lies on a mirror 
plane, with a staggered conformation of the methyl groups 
around the P-C bonds. The P-C bond lengths are equal within 
the error limits, but the molecule shows a slight distortion from 
the CT,V symmetry when considering the phosphorus bond 
angles. Although a C3 structure for gaseous X=P(CH3)3 
molecules cannot be positively eliminated, the electron-dif
fraction results18-'9 and microwave results20 are generally 
consistent with a Civ model. For solids S=P(CH3)3 a partial 
X-ray analysis21 has established a P2\/m space group, with 
the molecule lying on a mirror plane (C5 symmetry) which is 
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Table I. Crystal Data for Trimethylphosphine Selenide 

formula 
mol wt 
monoclinic 
space group 
F(OOO) 
"calcd 

dobsd 

C3H9PSe 
155.04 

PhIm 
152 
1.552 
1.54(2) 

a = 6.453 ( I ) A 
b = 7.806(1) A 
c = 6.586 ( I ) A 
/3 = 90.46(1)° 
K = 331.74 A3 

similar to the present observation. For these molecules, al
though the intermolecular atomic distances are larger than the 
sum of the corresponding van der Waals radii,22 it is difficult 
to determine if the departure from the C-$v symmetry which 
is observed in the solid state is due to a packing effect or if the 
Cj symmetry corresponds to the energy minimum of the iso
lated molecule. 

The average P-C bond distance (1.786 (14) A) is close to 
the one observed in S = P ( C H 3 ) 3 (1.793 A). Similar PC bond 
lengths are also observed in these two molecules by electron 
diffraction, 1.819 and 1.818 A, respectively.18'9 The average 
values of the CPC bond angle are similar from electron dif
fraction and X-ray measurements in S=P(CHs) 3 , 104.5 and 
104.8°, respectively. For Se=P(CH 3 ) 3 a slightly larger value 
is observed in the solid state, 105.7 vs. 104.8°. 

The P = S e bond length (2.111 A) is very close to the one 
measured on other phosphines,23 but larger than the distance 
reported for triethylphosphine selenide (1.963 A).24 However, 
this last value corresponds to the first P = S e bond distance 
measured in a phosphine molecule, and it was obtained with 
a small number of reflections. The uncertainty which results 
in the distance (0.1 A) shows that the difference between 
Se=P(E t ) 3 and S e = P ( C H 3 ) 3 is probably not significant.25 

NMR Results. A. NMR Spectral Analysis. Trimethylphos
phine selenide exhibits a threefold symmetry on the NMR time 
scale; thus its NMR spectrum in oriented phase will require 
the determination of only one orientation parameter, Szz.

26 

All the spectra discussed in this section are proton decoupled. 
The spectrum of a partially oriented AX3 system (A phos
phorus, X carbon) has been described previously.27>28 When 
selenium-containing molecules are considered (AKX3 system, 
K selenium), the A part shows two 1:3:3:1 quartets (splitting 
|J(AX) + 2Z)(AX)I) separated by | J (AK) + 2Z)(AK)|. 
Z)(PC) and Z)(PSe) contain the dipolar couplings and a con
tribution from the anisotropy of the indirect couplings J. In 
the case under study (C3 symmetry), D(PC) and Z)(PSe) are 
given by the following expressions: 

Z)(PC) = - LJ[VC)S2 + 
h (2 sin2 a / 2 - 1) 0 

7 P 7 C 1 Sz 

Z)(PSe) = - (Ju(PSe) - J ± ( P S e ) ) S z 

TSeTP -

(1) 

(2) 
47r2 ' rpse 

where AJ(PC) denotes a contribution arising from the 7(PC) 
tensor anisotropy; JiI(PSe) and J ± ( P S e ) are the parallel and 
perpendicular contribution to the spin-spin coupling (J \\ = Jzz; 

Figure 1. 

Figure 2. 

J± = (Jxx + Jyy)l})\ Tc, TP , and 7 S e are the 13C, 31P, and 77Se 
magnetogyric ratios, respectively; rpc and /-.pse are the phos
phorus-carbon and phosphorus-selenium bond distances; a 
is the CPC bond angle (Figure 2). 

From the ratio of the purely dipolar contribution S(PC) and 
S ( C C ) (S)(PC)ItD(CC)), a CPC bond angle value (105.0 ± 
0.2°)12 was obtained which is in good agreement with the one 
determined by electron diffraction (104.8 ± 0.3°)19 and X-ray 
crystallography (average value 105.7°). 

Our goal in the present study is to compare the /-pse bond 
length values obtained from the X-ray analysis and from the 
NMR study through the knowledge olSzz and Z)pse (formula 
2 above). If a discrepancy exists between the values obtained 
by these two methods, we would be able to conclude the pres
ence of a sizable J(PSe) and indirect spin-spin coupling an
isotropy in Se=P(CH 3 ) 3 . 

There are two main factors which may influence the ex
perimentally deduced magnitude of the indirect nuclear 
spin-spin coupling. Firstly, the isotropic part of the indirect 
coupling may be solvent dependent; secondly, the observed 
direct polar interaction will depend upon <r,j~3); thus a vi
bration correction must be done. 

B. 1J(PSe) Value. In order to obtain the Z)(PSe) value from 
the line splitting | J(PSe) + 2Z)(PSe) | one must know the 
1J(PSe) spin-spin coupling. For a large majority of nuclei, the 

Table II. Fractional Atomic Coordinates and Thermal Parameters with Estimated Standard Deviations (All XlO4) for Nonhydrogen 
Atoms 

P 
Se 
C(I) 
C(2) 
C ( I ) 

X 

6667 (4) 
3396(2) 
7755 (17) 
7735(25) 
7755(17) 

Y 

2500 
2500 
4346(17) 
2500 

654(17) 

Z 

3100(6) 
3043 (3) 
1909(18) 
5608 (23) 
1909(18) 

/Sn 

165(8) 
156(3) 
265 (26) 
379(49) 
265(26) 

fe 
164(7) 
193(3) 
269(28) 
188(30) 
269(28) 

033 

244(11) 
464(7) 
449(40) 
268 (43) 
449 (40) 

Hn 
0 
0 

- 6 6 (24) 
0 

- 6 6 (24) 

013 

8(7) 
- 2 ( 3 ) 
- 5 ( 2 7 ) 

- 2 2 ( 3 8 ) 
- 5 (27) 

023 

0 
0 

135(28) 
0 

135(28) 
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Table III. Fractional Atomic Coordinates (XlO4) for Hydrogen 
Atoms, Thermal Parameter B = 6 A2 

Table V. 1J(PSe) NMR Coupling in Different Solvents at 28 0C 

H1(C1) 
H2(C1) 
H3(C1) 
H1(C2) 
H2(C2) 
H3(C2) 
H1(C1) 
H2(C1) 
H3(C1) 

9462 
7204 
7328 
9451 
7247 
7247 
9462 
7204 
7328 

4309 
5517 
4389 
2500 
1357 
3643 
691 

-517 
611 

2045 
2662 
308 
5530 
6434 
6434 
2045 
2662 
308 

Table IV. Bond Distances (A) and Bond Angles (deg) in 
Se=P(CH3)3 

P-Se 
P-C1 

P-C2 

2.111 (3) 
1.787(13) 
1.784(16) 

Se-P-C2 
Se-P-Ci 
C1-P-C1 
C2-P-C1 

112.86(4) 
113.28(5) 
107.44 (6) 
104.86(5) 

J couplings are independent of solvent and temperature in the 
absence of conformational mobility. However, several cases 
have been reported where the N M R couplings vary by a large 
extent by changing the solvent.10 In particular were reported 
both a solvent and a temperature dependence for 1J(PSe).2 9 

A list of the 1J(PSe) values obtained at infinite dilution in 
various solvents for Se=P(CHa) 3 is given in Table V. The 
presence of an aromatic ring in the solvent molecule results in 
an increase in 11Z(PSe) |. The variations observed cannot be 
accounted for by intermolecular exchange,30 as the 1J(PSe) 
values are independent of the concentration. One could also 
consider a possible conformational effect. The examination 
of the v(P=Se) stretching frequency, which is known to lie in 
the 500-400-cm"1 region,31 shows only one single band at 442 
cm - 1 which does not shift when changing the solvent. It must 
be pointed out that the same frequency value is observed in the 
solid state. A least-squares analysis of the 1J(PSe) values 
measured as a function of temperature, for the solvents re
ported in Table V, leads to linear variation with similar tem
perature coefficients (AJ/At = - 0 . 3 Hz deg - 1 ) . 

Three kinds of experiments have been undertaken in order 
to determine 1J(PSe) for the molecules oriented in the liquid 
crystal. They lead to very close values. 

In a first experiment, 1J(PSe) has been measured in the 
melted liquid crystal above the clearing point. With a AJ/At 
slope equal to the one observed in other solvents ( -0 .3 Hz 
deg - 1 ) , one obtains by extrapolation a 1J(PSe) value of 698.5 
Hz at 28 0 C. Secondly, in an NMR tube, the anisotropic phase 
of S e = P ( C H 3 ) 3 (20 mg) oriented in Merck V (400 ^L) is 
destroyed by adding toluene (25 /uL). The 31P NMR spectrum 
of the solution which is now isotropic shows a 1J(PSe) value 
of 701.5 Hz at 28 0 C . In a third experiment, the N M R tube 
is spun about an axis perpendicular to the magnetic field. The 
behavior of a nematic phase in such a situation was noted first 
by Lippman,32,33 who reported that there exists a critical speed 
above which the orientation disappears. In our case, the 
splitting between the selenium satellite lines of the [1H]31P 
N M R spectrum gradually increases with the rotation speed 
to reach a 1J(PSe) limit value of 700 Hz at 28 0 C. Thus, from 
the three measurements reported, we can deduce that the 
1J(PSe) value is equal to 700 (±1.5) Hz in the Merck V phase 
at 28 0 C . 

The results of N M R spectral analysis of S e = P ( C H 3 ) 3 

oriented in the nematic Merck phase V at two different tem
peratures are presented in Table VI. 

C. Vibration Corrections. Analysis of the N M R spectra of 
molecules partially oriented in liquid crystals gives values of 
the direct dipolar spin-spin interaction averaged over molec-

solvent C6D6 
1J(PSe), Hz 709 

C6D5CD3 CDCl3 

711 684.4 
CD2Cl2 CD3CN 
689.0 684.4 

ular motion. Thus, to obtain the geometrical parameters cor
responding to the zero-point motion of the molecule, correc
tions must take into account the molecular vibrations. Such 
corrections have been made following the treatment developed 
by Lucas.34 The necessary Raman spectra and normal coor
dinates were taken from the literature.35 The ctya^rfry5 

quantities, where ay represents the X, Y, Z components 
(Figure 2) of the ry vector connecting the nuclei / and./, have 
been calculated from the X-ray data, and are quoted in Table 
VII along with the corrections calculated according to formula 
(11) given by Lucas.34a 

For a C3£, symmetry problem, the dipolar contribution be
tween nuclei i and j to the splitting is equal to 

« _ * Y , 7 , Z , y 2 - V 2 ( A - , / + F , / ) 2 

n ' j ~ 4TT2
 Tif " 

In the present case, it comes out 

jp (PC)--*?? c l- 2 , i n
3

a a / 2s„ 
4TTZ rpc3 

1 S(CC) -
^Tc2 

47T2 2rpc3 sin3 a / 2 ' 

S(PSe) = 
_^7P7Se S1. 

4ir2 
rpse 

When comparing the uncertainties due to the line position in 
the N M R spectra (0.5 Hz) and the one due to the molecular 
vibrations (Table VII) on the internuclei couplings, it appears 
that the latter is negligible. Thus, the vibration corrections turn 
out to be unimportant in the determination of S e = P ( C H 3 ) 3 

structure by N M R study in_a liquid crystal. With the as
sumption that the J(PC) and J(CC) tensors have a negligible 
anisotropy, one can identify the direct dipole-dipole coupling 
JD with the Z) values which are readily obtained from the NMR 
spectral analysis. The Z)(PC)/Z)(CC) ratio12 gives a CPC bond 
angle value of 105 ± 0.2°, which is only slightly smaller than 
the average CPC value obtained by X-ray diffraction (105.7 
± 0.4°). Thus, there is no detectable anisotropic contribution 
to the 1J(PC) indirect coupling constant. 

D. J(PSe) Indirect Spin Coupling Anisotropy. If one assumes 
that 1J(PSe) tensor is isotropic, by taking the CPC bond angle 
value obtained from the Z)(PC)/Z)(CC) ratio12 and the r(PC) 
average bond distance measured by X-ray diffraction, the 
Z)(PC)/Z)(PSe) allows us to calculate the P = S e bond distance 
r(PSe). From the values of Table VI, it comes out r(PSe) = 
2.33 ± 0.06 A. Such a value is considerably larger than the one 
obtained from X-ray measurement (r(PSe) = 2.11 A). The 
assumptions concerning the r(PC) bond lengths and the CPC 
bond angle seem perfectly reasonable; a modification of these 
geometrical parameters cannot explain the discrepancy ob
served between the r(PSe) values measured by NMR and 
X-ray diffraction. One may question the assumption made 
concerning the C3 symmetry assumed for the'molecule under 
study, in the liquid state; such a conformation is observed on 
the N M R time scale, but it is not necessarily the one corre
sponding to the ground state of the molecule. However, the 
Raman data are in agreement with such a symmetry and a 
similar symmetry is found in the liquid state for trimethyl-
phosphine oxide and trimethylarsine selenide.36 On the other 
hand, it has been shown that certain molecules may adopt more 
than one averaged orientation in the nematic phase of the 
solvent.37 This can lead to erroneous deduction of geometry, 
but, as the CPC bond angle measured by N M R is in good 
agreement with the value obtained by other techniques, this 
explanation is rejected. 
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Table VI. Results from [1H]31P NMR Spectral Analysis of Se=P(CH3)3 Dissolved in the Nematic Merck V Phase at 28 and 33 0 C 

/ , 0 C 

28 
33 

| y + 2Z)|(PC) 

21.0 
20.3 

/(PC) 

+48.5 
+48.5 

Z)(PC) 

34.7 
34.4 

\J + 2Z) I (PSe) 

608. 
609. 

7(PSe) 

-698.5 
-700 

Z)(PSe) 

45.3 
46.5 

"The values are given in hertz. 

The explanation we propose to account for the large dis
crepancy between the r(PSe) bond distance measured by 
NMR liquid crystal and X-ray crystallography in 
Se=P(CH3)3 is the presence of a large anisotropy of the 
1J(PSe) indirect spin-spin coupling. 

From the comparison of the experimentally measured 
Z>(PSe)/Z)(PC) r a t i ° t 0 l t s calculated expression in which the 
J(PSe) anisotropy has been taken into account, but not the 
J(PC) anisotropy, one may calculate the AJ(PSe) anisotropy 
through the expression 

Z)(PC) ( 3 + 4?r2 rpse3 j / 4*-* rPC
3 U ' ' 

In this calculation, the geometrical data are taken from the 
X-ray structure determination. The whole assumption of this 
calculation is that there is no significant change in the molec
ular geometry in going from the solid state to the liquid state. 
One obtains by taking into account only the uncertainty due 
to the NMR line position AJ = J\\(PSe) - Jx(PSe) = -680 
± 60 Hz. 

Another contribution to the uncertainty in the J(PSe) spin 
coupling anisotropy may be due to a perturbation of the mo
lecular geometry by the nematic solvent. Molecules of high 
symmetry (either cubic or tetrahedral) which should experi
ence no orientation when dissolved in liquid crystals in fact 
do.38 The observed orientation has been interpreted as resulting 
from a slight distortion of the solute molecule by the anisotropic 
pressure exerted by the anisotropic solvent environment. 
Similarly solvent effects on internuclear distance ratio of the 
order of 1% have been detected in benzene and acetylene39 and 
attributed to molecular deformation. If in the present study 
on Se=P(CH3)3 one assumes a 1% modification in the PSe 
bond distance as due to the nematic solvent effect, an uncer
tainty of 120 Hz is obtained on the J(PSe) spin coupling an
isotropy. 

From the isotropic value of J(PSe) ((J|(PSe) + 
2Jx(PSe))/3 = -700 Hz), which is of negative sign,40 it 
comes out Jj](PSe) = -1153 ± 120 Hz and Jx(PSe) = -473 
± 60 Hz. The uncertainty in the J values includes both the one 
due to the NMR spectral analysis and a 1% modification of the 
PSe bond distance which may result from the interaction of 
the solute molecule with the liquid-crystal solvent. 

Thus, combining the X-raJ- structural data and the NMR 
spectral analysis of Se=P(CH3)3 one may conclude that the 
indirect 1J(PSe) NMR coupling exhibits a large anisotropy. 
In the previous NMR liquid crystal studies reported up to now 
and concerned with the NMR coupling involving phosphorus 
nuclei, the J values are generally assumed or shown to be iso
tropic.41'42 However, a large anisotropy has been reported from 
a solid-state study on Ag4P2C>6.14 

Among the different terms which contribute to the nuclear 
spin-spin interaction (Fermi contact, orbital, spin-orbital, spin 
dipolar-Fermi contact), the Fermi contact term will have no 
orientation dependence to the applied magnetic field.2'43 Thus, 
the contribution of other terms than the Fermi contact becomes 
important for 1J(PSe). At the present stage of our knowledge 
of the nature of the P=Se chemical bond, it is difficult to 
predict which among the three other terms contributes the most 
to the anisotropy. 

The indirect spin-spin coupling anisotropy, which has been 
examined in only a few cases, is important for a better under
standing of the coupling mechanism which is usually discussed 

Table VII. Corrections on the A"2//-5, K2//-5, Z2/75 Quantities 
Corresponding to the P-C and P-Se Vectors as Due to Molecular 
Vibrations in Se=P(CH3)3" 

bond vector X-ray value, A -3 correction, A 3 

PC X2/r5 

Y2Ir5 

Z2Ir* 

P=Se Z2/r5 

1.504 X 10-' 
0 

2.5118 X 10-2 

1.063 X 10-' 

1.80 X 10-4 

<10~6 

-2.1 X 10-6 

6.5 X 10~5 

"The equilibrium distances correspond to the X-ray data. The di
rection of the axes refers to Figure 2. 

by considering only the trace of the J tensor and not its indi
vidual components. The experimental determination of the J 
tensor components will also provide a good test for the several 
kinds of calculation which have been proposed to account for 
the spin-spin coupling values. 
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terest because certain members of this series form strong, se
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oxygen or sulfur atom and Y is a suitable leaving group. 1^8 '9 
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6. A yield as high as 93% has been reported for preparation of 
(CH2CH2O^.8 Occurrence of a maximum at x = 6 is in har
mony with the properties of unperturbed acyclic poly(oxy-
ethylenes). Simultaneous occurrence of a zero end-to-end 
distance and proper angular correlation of terminal bonds is 
more probable when x is 6 than for any other even x in the 
range 4-20.10 A template effect arising from the presence of 
potassium ions in the reaction mixture may also contribute to 
the high yield for (CH2CH20)6. Cyclization tends to become 
more difficult when oxygen atoms are replaced by sulfur atoms. 
Macrocycles for which A; is 6 illustrate this point. While yields 
for the oxygen-containing macrocycle are reported to be as 
high as 93%, those for the sulfur-containing macrocycle are 
only 25-35%.9 Lower yields in the sulfur-containing series are 
also observed when the macrocycle formed contains an aro
matic ring.11-13 
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distance in the unperturbed acyclic chain. A second goal is to 
determine how substitution of sulfur for oxygen atoms alters 
average configuration-dependent properties for macrocycles 
actually formed. These objectives are met by first constructing 
a rotational isomeric state model for poly(thiaethylene). This 
model is similar to one recently described in preliminary form 
by Abe.14 Subsequent development is based on an adaptation 
of Flory's macrocyclization theory15 used previously to in
vestigate cyclization of poly(oxyethylene).10'16 

Conformational Energies 
Geometry. Lengths of 1.10,1.53, and 1.82 A were used for 

C-H, C-C, and C-S bonds, respectively. The first two values 
are those appropriate for poly(methylene)17 and poly(oxy-
ethylene),18 while that for the C-S bond is the one found in 
cysteine.19 A length 0.005 A shorter has been used for the C-S 
bond in poly(thiaethylene).14 The C-S-C and C-C-S angles 
were 102 and 114°, respectively.14 

Conformational Energy Calculations. Conformational en
ergy was calculated as the sum of 6-12 potentials and intrinsic 
torsional potentials. Parameters for 6-12 potentials were 
formulated in the manner described by Brant et al.20 Polar-
izabilities, effective number of electrons, and van der Waals 
radii were the following: carbon atom, 0.93 A3, 5,1.70 A; hy
drogen atom, 0.42 A3, 0.9, 1.20 A; sulfur atom, 0.34 A3, 16, 
1.80 A. Carbon and hydrogen atom parameters are those used 
by Brant et al.,20 while sulfur atom parameters are from 
Scheraga.19 Intrinsic torsional potentials were (AE^/2) (1 -
cos 3(f), where ip is taken to be zero for a trans placement. 
Barrier heights were 2.8 kcal mol-1 for C-C bonds17 and 2.0 
kcal mol-1 for C-S bonds.19 Conformational energies were 
calculated at 10° intervals for variable dihedral angles. Ter
minal methyl groups were always oriented to yield a trans 
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Abstract: Cyclization of an acyclic poly(thiaethylene) chain to form (CHaCH2S)x has been studied by Monte Carlo methods 
for even x ranging from 4 to 24. Unperturbed acyclic chains are assumed to behave in accord with a rotational isomeric state 
treatment which incorporates first- and second-order interactions. The most readily formed macrocycle is that with x = 6, in 
harmony with results obtained in the poly(oxyethylene) series. However, cyclization at all x considered is found to be more dif
ficult for poly(thiaethylene) than for the equivalent poly(oxyethylene). The greater difficulty in cyclization of poly(thiaethy-
lene) can be attributed to the increase in C-X bond length and decrease in C-X-C angle when X is changed from an oxygen 
to a sulfur atom. Large macrocycles in both series have similar asymmetries, as measured by ratios of averaged principal mo
ments of the inertia tensors. 
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